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The next installment in the #1 bestselling Three Rivers Ranch Romance series, featuring Tanner

Wolf!Tanner's in Three Rivers, a changed man, to compete in the rodeo. He's glad to be forgiven of

the misdeeds he's done, and he looks to his friends in Three Rivers as examples. He's ridden

hundreds of bulls over the years, but when he draws Lucky Number Thirteen, the personal stakes

for winning go up. He's never made it to the eight-second bell on this bull.And he doesn't this time

either. In fact, he makes it to the hospital with career-ending injuries. But not everything is lost, as

his nurse, Summer Hamblin, seems to bring a balm to his weary soul--and meds for his broken ribs.

When Summer is assigned as Tanner's home-health nurse, he wonders if they can take their

relationship beyond the walls of the hospital. Has God brought him to Three Rivers to stay?
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Summer is a nurse in her hometown's hospital. Tanner is an award winning bull rider, traveling in

rodeos. When Tanner rides the bull named Lucky Thirteen in Summer's town, he's thrown and



trampled on. Tanner wakes up after surgery, looking into his beautiful nurse's face. Sparks begin to

fly between them, but Summer's heart has been broken too many times. When she's assigned to be

his home health PT nurse, Tanner couldn't be happier. He moves in with his friend's family for the

eight weeks. Can Summer trust Tanner, open her heart again? What's Tanner supposed to do with

his "new normal life"? Will he be able to ride bulls again? What did God have in mind as he

orchestrated all this? I've loved all of Liz's books!

Lucky Number Thirteen is another great novel by Liz Isacson. This is a tender love story of a bull

rider named Tanner was was injured when he was thrown off the Bull, Lucky Number Thirteen. His

Nurse in Recovery is Summer. It's a story of faith, trying to figure out God's plan for their lives, and

honoring. God. As always, it is a wonderful western, clean, and very well written. This is not a long

book, and can very easily be read in n evening. A MUST READ.

As always I have to give this story 5 stars. I read it in one day. Summer was a caring nurse and a

sweet girl who reached out to Tanner after he was hurt.Tanner was learning how to live for God and

wandered why he had to get hurt now. Two people who connected right away and tried to help each

other. A very sweet romance that showed how much they cared and showed their love in a

wonderful sweet way. Two people who were made for each other. Liz you did it again. Thanks

I gave this book a 5 - star rating because it was well written and the perfect ending to the Three

Rivers Ranch Romance series. Tanner and Summer meet after Tanner is injured while riding a bull

in a rodeo that ends his career. Their romance grows as Tanner ' s relationship with God leads in

his plans for a future with Summer. I have thoroughly enjoyed all ten books in this series and look

forward to starting the Gold Valley series.

I have always loved Liz Isaacson's writings for several reasons: I never have to worry that my mind

will be assulted with unseemly and shockingly lurid intimate scenes; I never cringe from reading

language I blush in embarrassment; and best of all, my faith is strengthened by reading the triumphs

of the characters overcoming tainted pasts and developing true and deeper relationships with our

wonderful Creator. Job well done!

TANNER WOLF is thrown from Lucky number Thirteen the bull he attempted to ride for the 3rd time.

This time he has a broken leg and broken ribs. His nurse is Summer Hamblin and she is a beauty.



Summer thinks he is one very handsome man. This I s a very good story of two pod let who need a

love connection. You will enjoy it as well as all other stories of Liz Isaacson.

This is another clean romance from Liz Isaacson that you just can't put down. I love how old

characters and new interact in the stories. You can read this alone or in the order they were written.

This story deals with a cowboy and how his life can change in an instant and the woman who meets

and loves him any way and choices she must face because of that love. It is a bit of a story of loss

and love and learning to be happy with who you are. Great, great read.

Another excellent book in the Three Rivers Ranch Series! The characters of Summer and Tanner

are well developed in this sweet contemporary western romance. Life changing challenges,

personal baggage and an irresistible attraction equals an outstanding read from the first page to the

last. Highly recommend Lucky Number Thirteen!I voluntarily reviewed ARC.
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